ANATOMICAL PARAMETERS OF THE ACETABULUM IN HEAVY VEHICLE OPERATORS
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ABSTRACT
It has been suggested that long-term exposure by heavy vehicle operators to whole-body vibration (WBV) may be related to an increased risk of pathological changes in the anatomical parameters of the hip. The aim of this study was to explore the difference in anatomical parameters of acetabulum in drivers of heavy vehicles (experimental group; n=60) and subjects who have not been exposed to WBV (control group; n=60). The anteroposterior radiographic view of the hips was used to measure the following parameters: the vertical centre edge (VCE), the ‘horizontal toit externe’ angle (HTE), the neck shaft angle (NSA) and the acetabular depth (AD). Compared with the control group, the mean VCE angle values and AD were significantly lower, while the average HTE and NSA values were significantly higher in the experimental group. This study supports the hypothesis that exposure to whole-body vibration during operation of a vehicle causes an increased risk of acetabular dysplasia.
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INTRODUCTION
Osteoarthritis (OA) is one of the most common joint disorders worldwide (1). In addition to damage and loss of articular cartilage, patients present with remodelling of subarticular bone, osteophytes formation, ligamentous laxity, weakening of periarticular muscles, and, in some cases, synovial inflammation (2). Despite the prevalence of QA, the extremely long and indolent course that characterizes the disease has resulted in great difficulty in evaluating its natural history (3). The pathological changes of acetabular anatomical parameters are considered as prevalent predisposing factors for the development of hip OA. Risk factors for acetabular dysplasia can be divided into person-level fac-

ABBREVIATIONS

AD - acetabular depth,
AP - anteroposterior,
HTE - horizontal toit externe angle,
NSA - neck shaft angle,
OA – osteoarthritis,
VCE - vertical centre edge angle,
WBV - whole-body vibration
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SAŽETAK
S obzirom da izloženost vibracijama celog tela, usled upravljanja teškim vozilima, može biti u vezi sa povećanim rizikom od nastanka patoloških promena zgloba kuka, cilj studije je bio da ispitaj razlike u anatomskim parametrima acetabuluma kod vozača teških vozila (eksperimentalna grupa; n=60) i ispitanika koji nisu izloženi vibracijama (kontrolna grupa; n=60). Anterio-ro-posteriorni radiografski snimak kuka koristjen je za merenje sledećih parametara: ugao lateralizacije femura (Vibergov ugao), nagib krova acetabuluma, kolodijafi zalni ugao femura i dubina acetabuluma. Srednje vrednosti Vibergovog ugla i dubine acetabuluma bile su značajno niže, a nagib acetabuluma i kolodijafi zalni ugao značajno viši, u eksperimentalnoj nego u kontrolnoj grupi. Studija potvrđuje hipotezu da izloženost vibracijama celog tela predstavlja rizik za nastanak acetabularne displazije.
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SUBJECTS AND METHODS

The study was performed among 120 subjects who were divided into two groups: the experimental group and the control group. The experimental group consisted of 60 male operators of heavy vehicles (workers employed in the car industry: three paving machine operators, 12 earth movers, 24 tractor and loading machine operators, 17 dumper drivers, two roller operators, and two roller graders) who were diagnosed with lumbar syndrome and were 52.2±2.5 years old. The control group consisted of 60 male subjects of similar age, randomly selected from the general population, who were also diagnosed with lumbar syndrome.

Patients with a history of hip fracture and with hip deformities were excluded from the study.

The study was approved by the ethical committee of Clinical Center Kragujevac. After an explanation of the study’s purposes, risks and benefits, all patients gave a written informed consent for participation in the study.

Anteroposterior (AP) radiographic views of the hips, standardized for position of the beam and radiographic penetration, were taken in the supine position with legs extended and internally rotated by 15°, with a distance of 101.6 cm between the x-ray source and the radiographic film. The central radiographic ray was aligned to be perpendicular to the cassette, entering 5.08 cm superior to the pubic symphysis. Films with incorrect patient positioning were excluded from the analysis.

Figure 1. The VCE, HTE and neck shaft angles and acetabular depth.

The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between the exposure of drivers of heavy vehicles to whole-body vibration and pathological changes in the anatomical parameters of acetabulum. We hypothesized that exposure to the whole-body vibration in drivers of heavy vehicles will be related with significant changes in the anatomical parameters of the hip components.

OA of the hip, the large weight-bearing joint, is a major source of pain and disability and represents the most frequent indication for total hip arthroplasty (4,5). Recent reviews have concluded that there is evidence of a causal relationship between occupational mechanical exposures and primary hip OA (6-8). Workers with whole-body vibration exposure report a variety of physical disorders, both musculoskeletal and neurological (9). For example, some studies have found an association between working as a farmer and an increased risk of OA of the hip (10, 11). It has been suggested that exposure to the whole-body vibration caused by driving tractors and jumping up and down from the tractor cabin are of importance. On the other hand, a study by Järvelom and colleagues (12) showed no increased risk of OA in the hip for drivers of heavy vehicles such as tractor drivers.

The study was approved by the ethical committee of Clinical Center Kragujevac. After an explanation of the study’s purposes, risks and benefits, all patients gave a written informed consent for participation in the study.

Anteroposterior (AP) radiographic views of the hips, standardized for position of the beam and radiographic penetration, were taken in the supine position with legs extended and internally rotated by 15°, with a distance of 101.6 cm between the x-ray source and the radiographic film. The central radiographic ray was aligned to be perpendicular to the cassette, entering 5.08 cm superior to the pubic symphysis. Films with incorrect patient positioning were excluded from the analysis.
Using a Plexiglas instrument with a ruler for joint space width measurement and protractors appropriate for measuring hip architectural angles (13,14), the following parameters were measured (Fig 1):

1) The vertical centre edge angle (VCE), i.e., Wiberg’s angle, is the angle formed by the vertical line drawn through the centre of the femoral head (point C) and the line CE (point E being the acetabular roof lateral rim). It measures the lateral covering of the femoral head by the acetabular roof and is considered insufficient (congenital dysplasia) when it is ≤20° and excessive (coxa profunda) when it is ≥40°.

2) The ‘horizontal toit externe’ angle (HTE), i.e., the Tönnis angle, is the angle formed by the horizontal line drawn through point T (medial extremity of the acetabular roof) and the line TE. It measures acetabular roof acclivity and is considered too oblique when it is ≥12°.

3) The neck shaft angle (NSA) is formed by the neck axis and axis of the femoral diaphysis. It is indicative of coxa valga when it is ≥140°.

4) The acetabular depth (AD) is defined as the segment ‘ad’ that stretches from the deepest point of the acetabulum and the line drawn from the lateral extremity of the acetabular roof to the superior pubic angle. When the AD is ≤9 mm, this is a criterion of dysplasia (aceta- bulum dysplasia). "Acetabular dysplasia, considered as the condition when the VCE angle is <20°, was found in 14 subjects in the experimental group and five subjects of the control group, the average values of HTE angles and NSA were significantly higher in the experimental group. Acetabular dysplasia, considered as the condition when the VCE angle is <20°, was found in 14 subjects in the experimental group and five subjects of the control group, and was unilateral in all cases. Acetabular dysplasia, defined as a VCE angle <20° with an AD <9 mm, was found in eight subjects from the experimental group.

DISCUSSION

OA is a multifactorial disease involving multiple systemic factors, such as metabolism, hormones, genetics, age, and sex, as well as local biomechanical factors, such as mechanical workload, body mass index (BMI), and acetabular dysplasia (15). Acetabular dysplasia is a condition wherein the acetabular roof is underdeveloped and remains vertically oriented and shallow, which results in a smaller surface area available for weight-bearing (16). The weight-bearing surface therefore receives a much larger force per unit area during walking and may experience early degeneration (16). Numerous studies have shown that patients with marked hip dysplasia have an increased risk of hip OA since acetabulum abnormality leads to increased cumulative joint contact stress (17). Recent studies suggest that the mild acetabular dysplasia that persists into adult life may also be a significant factor in OA aetiology (18, 19). This aspect is especially important if a subject performs heavy physically demanding work. The presence of a subtle biomechanical abnormality, secondary to either joint incongruity (smaller acetabular depth) or decreased joint surface area (smaller CE angle), may increase joint stresses and consequently lead to OA (15). Studies on athletes from sports that subject joints to repeated high loading studies and individuals with physically demanding occupations (farmers, construction workers, metal workers, miners, pneumatic drill operators, etc.) support this assumption (20-24). Thus, the aim of our study was to explore the anatomical parameters of acetabulum in heavy vehicle operators in the car industry and note the risks of OA in this population.

To explore hip dysplasia, we used four parameters related to the shape of acetabulum and femur (VCE, HTE and NSA angle, AD) measured on AP radiographs of hips. The AP view of the pelvis is the single most important view for defining acetabular dysplasia and is the first radiographic step in the exploration of adult hip pain (14).

The VCE angle was first described by Wiberg in 1939 (25). This angle measures femoral head lateralization on the AP view of the pelvis and reports normal values if above 25°. Values between 20° and 25° are considered borderline, while a VCE angle of less than 20° is considered diagnostic of acetabular dysplasia (14). Fourteen subjects from our experimental group had hip dysplasia according to the VCE angle value, resulting in an average VCE value of 19.74 ± 3.69 in this group. The incidence of a VCE angle <20° was signifi-
cantly lower in the control group (five out of 60 subjects), resulting in a significant difference in the average value of this parameter between the two groups. In a Rotterdam study, the VCE angle was more strongly correlated with acetabular dysplasia in subjects performing high versus low physically demanding work (15), suggesting that this parameter is valid for hip dysplasia diagnosis in our experimental subjects.

In addition to a low Wiberg’s angle, the radiographic diagnosis of hip dysplasia is usually made when the AD is lower than 9 mm (26). In our study, compared to controls, the experimental group had significantly lower AD values and eight out of 60 subjects fulfilled both requirements for dysplasia diagnosis (low VCE angle and AD). Previous studies have shown that there is a significant correlation between VCE angle and AD but also that both of these parameters are independent risk factors for hip dysplasia (15, 19). McWilliams and colleagues showed that as the CE angle and AD decreased, the risk of hip OA increased (19).

The Tönnis angle is used to evaluate the orientation of the acetabular roof in a coronal plane and the superior lateral coverage of the femoral head (14). It measures the angle of the weight-bearing surface and is considered normal when its value is approximately 10°, while values above 12° point to a too oblique roof acclivity (27, 28). Values of the HTE angle above 10° are frequently found in acetabular dysplasia (14). The results of our study show that the HTE angle was significantly increased in the experimental group and significantly different from the angle measured in controls. This puts much more stress on the affected hip, which is especially important in subjects performing hard work or subjects subjected to long-term WBV.

The mechanics of the hip joint are dependent on the relationship between the femoral head and the acetabulum (29). The NSA, also known as the caput-collum-diaphyseal angle or inclination angle, is an important anatomical measure for the evaluation and description of the geometry of the proximal femur and hip joint (30). Previous studies have proven its biomechanical and clinical significance in a number of orthopaedic conditions, such as hip dysplasia and OA, among other conditions (31, 32). Femora are usually categorized as coxa vara when the NSA is <120°, physiological when the NSA is ≥120° to <135°, and coxa valga when the NSA is ≥135° (33, 34). A recently published systematic review (35) revealed that the mean NSA in healthy adults (5,089 hips) is 128.8° (98–180°), while in patients with OA (1,230 hips) it is 131.5° (115–155°). Such a huge variance, the authors explained, is due to the central issue of inconsistency in the published methods of measurement. However, the average NSA angles in our study were pretty high in both groups and significantly higher in the experimental group, contributing to the overall pathological status of subjects exposed to WBV.

All the presented results suggest that pathological values of the measured anatomical parameters, i.e., hip dysplasia, are very common in populations working on heavy machines that produce WBV. Since cross-sectional studies in European populations have supported an association between hip dysplasia and hip OA (36-39), we thus may conclude that subjects from the experimental group are at a higher risk of developing OA than those from the control group.
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